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Radio Wins As ACM Celebrates

Full Circle
Moment

National Personality
Big D, Bubba, Patrick Thomas
Doing radio on their own terms continues to pay off big
for the Big D & Bubba show. High-fives, hugs and cowboy hats capped a pretty good year with Compass Media
following eight with Premiere.
Bubba: Winning means legitimacy. We broke away
from Clear Channel, Premiere and iHeart, whatever
you want to call them now. There were a lot of question marks. Would it work? Would this be viable? Not
only was it financially viable for us, but it’s a little recognition that we’re doing the right thing. Not only for
us, but for the industry, to not be tied with anyone.

All Hat, No Cattle: Bubba
(channeling Rodney), Compass’
Adam Wilbur and Peter Kosann,
Thomas and Big D (l-r) do it
Texas style.
Patrick Thomas: This was the first time my name
has been on the nomination and on the trophy
at the end. It feels really good and it was really
special to be up there and recognized with the
guys. Another highlight was buying Compass’
Peter Kosann and Adam Wilbur, both New Yorkers,
cowboy hats. That made Saturday night. Maybe the
whole weekend.
Big D: And the awards experience was fun because
my wife Kathy and Bubba’s wife Stacey got to talk
to each other about what they were going to wear,
planning everything out and what they were going
to do with their makeup and hair. But it was fun
to watch them feel part of our success. They got to
be there and see what we do and got to enjoy the
fruits of our labor.
B: More than just going to the mall and spending
the money we make!
PT: One thing I kept hearing through my family
was how complimentar y industr y people they met
were of us. Ever ybody was over whelmingly congratulator y. Sometimes I think people are like,
“Do the radio awards matter?” Yes, they do. They
matter to us and to our peers, and that’s what
makes them so special.
BD: It was great to hang out with all of the other
winners – from Chicago, Chattanooga and everywhere else. Some of them we already knew, but
some we met for the first time. We really are all in
this together and it’s a small and close-knit family.
It was good to be able to congratulate them on
their awards.
B: And Big D found a picture of Rodney Dangerfield wearing the exact same jacket as mine at the
awards ceremony. So there’s that.

It’s The Climb

Major Market Personality
Lisa Dent & Ramblin’ Ray, WUSN/Chicago

A Star Turn,
Save
The Suit
Large Market Personality

A milestone award at a milestone show is a repeat performance (2009) for Lisa Dent and “Ramblin’” Ray Stevens.

Big Dave, Chelsie, Stattman,
WUBE/Cincinnati

Ray Stevens: Obviously when you enter to win an ACM
award, you think you’re good enough. That’s why you
try. And I always thought it was so trite when people
say, “It’s just an honor to be nominated,” but it really
is. There are so many good radio shows out there and
it was nice to get that recognition for doing our job.
I’m doing radio in the town I grew up in. I remember
when this radio station signed on. I was sitting in my
Chevy truck in my high school parking lot and US 99
signed on the air. All these years later, to win an ACM
on that station is just too much
Lisa Dent: I was stunned when I found out we won. I’ve
been going to the ACMs since 1989. It’s the organization I’ve always been a part of and I was just stunned.
RS: Working with Lisa has been a treat. We have a
lot of fun together, and when we were in Texas our
families hung out together. We went to the Fort Worth
Stockyards. It’s great to be able to have success, because you never know when it might end. We enjoy it
and we never take it for granted.
It was odd watching the performances from behind
the stage, but we were sitting with Scott Borchetta,
Jimmy Harnen, Mike Dungan, Kevin Herring – all of
our record label friends and a lot of artists were in
that area as well.
LD: It gave us a different viewpoint than what we normally see. Not great as far as watching the performances, but I got caught up in watching all the stars.
RS: It was 1am, the show is over, my kids have walked
all over AT&T Stadium and we have to walk a mile
to get back to our car. We get back to the downtown
Sheraton where we’re on the 24th floor, and the
elevator is broken. We trekked up 24 flights of stairs. I
said to my daughters, “You see, this is what winning an
ACM award means.”
LD: At the radio awards ceremony the bartender had
some kind of exclusive Jack Daniels, so John Rich and
I tried it at the same time. That was fun to sit down
with him and catch up. I love him.
LD: I’ll keep the trophy right next to my kid’s football
trophies. His are in front of mine because Lee Ann
Womack told me one time, “I’d never put them in
front of my kids’, theirs come first.” She’s right. Kids
go in front, your trophies go in back.
RS: I know only a certain amount of people in the world
will understand this: I competitively race snowmobiles.
In 2013 I won the Eagle River World Championship
Snowmobile Derby on the 50th anniversary of the running of the race. And we won the ACM on its 50th anni-

Stalking or being stalked, the Cincy morning crew came away
with the big game – a shiny new trophy.

Dressed to Thrill: Liam and Lisa Dent and
Ray, Cassie and Cheyenne Stevens ready for
the awards.
versary. So I will designate somewhere in my house for
those awards to sit next to each other. It’s a tribute to
work funding your fun, except you don’t know which
one is the work because they’re both a blast.

Stattman: We were only there for 56 hours, but we
crammed as much into it as we possibly could.
Chelsie: We got our award, went to the Duets show for
a little bit until the storm moved in and we had to go
sit in the concourse for a few hours.
Dave: Sunday night, we were right behind and between the two stages.
S: So we watched the show by looking to the right for
one stage and then to the left for the other stage. It
was amazing.

Duck And Cover: Stattman’s
stalking of Willie Robertson
(r) pays off.
That Red-Haired Girl:
(r) Big Dave’s dream comes
true with a Reba selfie.
D: It was kind of like watching a tennis match. I told my
wife, “There’s Dierks Bentley in front of that red-haired
lady.” That red-haired lady turned out to be Reba
McEntire. I was absolutely star-struck. We were stopped
on the steps and she’s right in front of me, and I say,
“Reba, I’m Dave from B105 in Cincinnati. Can I take
a selfie with you?” I got absolutely the best selfie you
could take. Statt and Chelsie will attest, I floated, looking down from cloud nine for the rest of the night.
S: I saw this bearded fella go up and down the aisles
and I was like, “That looks like one of the Duck
Dynasty guys. Next time he comes by I’m chasing him
down.” Sure enough, he went by again and I had to go
all the way up the stairs, through a hallway, up another
set of stairs. He’s going to get beer and I stopped him
before he got his beer and was like, “I’m a huge fan,
can I get a pic?” It was Willie Robertson, the Duck
Commander himself. And I tracked him like a deer.
He looked like an antelope fleeing from a lion.
D: When Statt has a suit on, he kind of looks like Brett
Eldredge.
S: It was neat being confused for him a few times. I
was tempted to sign autographs. I did get a picture
with him so we could show who wore it better.
C: When we got the release that we’d won, I kept rereading the email to make sure I wasn’t wrong, and then
I texted these guys and said, “Hey, guess what? We won!”
D: I was in the pickup line at my kids’ school. I called
my wife and told her, and then I told my kids when
they got in the car. There’s a funny video of that on
our Facebook page.
S: First I called my wife and said, “Hey honey, we’ve got
to get new clothes for Dallas!” Then I called my mom
and she was so happy, and then she reminded me my
brother’s got a wedding coming up and I should use that
suit for the wedding. She grounded me pretty easily.
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Dreaming With
Eyes Open

Medium Market Personality
Steve Lundy, Gina Melton, KXKT/Omaha
They weren’t shopping for it, but the morning duo from
KXKT got something money can’t buy in Texas.
Steve Lundy: The banquet for radio award winners
was really neat. We didn’t know who was going to be
presenting, and then they brought out Big & Rich.
That was cool because we think very highly of them.
They’ve helped us with events including our Concert
for Hunger, so it was good to connect with them again.
Gina Melton: We actually got to walk the red carpet. I
didn’t think I was ever going to get Steve out of there
because there were Dallas Cowboys Cheerleaders, so
he walked really slow ... and backwards.
SL: I’m a Chiefs fan but I’m also a cheerleaders fan.

community and they love country music. It’s just one
The show – oh my goodness. That was 70,000 people
packed into that place, all of them country fans. It was of those things that we will not soon forget.
SL: It’s not really our intention to get
definitely sensory overload.
awards, but it’s such a nice gesture.
GM: Our seats were amazing. We got
And the ACM goes all out to make
to sit near the Duck Dynasty guys and
us feel appreciated. When they were
right behind RaeLynn and Taylor
announced I was in a meeting and my
Swift’s mom. Scotty McCreery walked
phone kept buzzing. I had it on silent,
right past us. It really was like a
but I guess I thought something bad
dream come true.
must have happened. When I finally
SL: I’m still star-struck by John Rich,
got out of the meeting our OM said,
going all the way back to his days
“Have you been checking your email?
with Lonestar. I’m a big Lonestar fan
Congratulations, you won!” I said,
and I think a lot of John as a writer
“Won what?” I was pretty floored.
and with Big & Rich.
GM: I had left work a little bit early
GM: It’s the first time we’ve won and
and was shopping. Our MD called
we’re just thrilled. It was surreal acme and said, “Guess what? You
cepting that award. I did my ugly cry.
Seeing Red: Gina Melton
guys won an ACM.” I just couldn’t
We’re really grateful and accepted it
and Steve Lundy walk the
believe it.
on behalf of our listeners. It means
red carpet like the stars
SL: Yeah, go ahead and say that I was
they listen to us every morning,
they are.
in a meeting and Gina was shopping.
they’ve helped with things in the

Country Music
Cheerleading

“What the crap is
a kid from Sparta,
Tennessee doing
here?” The least
favorite part of
Small Market Personality
the trip was my
Gator, StyckMan and Cowboy Kyle
Uber bill.
Cowboy Kyle: As
Red carpets, toll roads and sushi aren’t the kinds of
we were leavthings Tennessee folks are used to. That’s not to say
ing Kid Rock’s
they can’t have fun with ’em, though.
Warner event
Gator Harrison: My favorite thing about being
Saturday night,
in Texas was that I finally got to fulfill my sixth
that huge storm
grade fantasy of meeting a Dallas Cowboys
rolled in and all
Fantasy Football: A cheerleadCheerleader. They golf-cart us over to the red
these tornado sier finds her way over to (l-r)
carpet, and we’re like, “No way! We’re supposed
rens started going
StyckMan, Gator and Kyle.
to walk on that?” So we do, turn the corner and
off. “Very Texas,”
see it is lined with the Dallas friggin’ Cowboy
I thought. I asked
Cheerleaders. We knew we had to be in the wrong
the security guy at the bar what the siren was for. He
place, so we side-stepped the red carpet, ghermed one
said it was “just” a tornado siren! When I hear that in
of the cheerleaders for a picture and slipped through a
Chattanooga, it’s time to run like heck.
side door. Of course it turns out that we were supposed
StyckMan: My “definitely in Texas moment” came as
to walk through the cheerleaders. It was definitely a
we drove up to the stadium. Wow that place is massive!

Long Time But
Well-Timed First
Major Market Station: WUSN/Chicago

Taking the station’s first ACM honor was especially meaningful for PD Jeff Kapugi, not least because of who was there to
share in the moment.
Radio Row really knocked it out of the park. The list
of top talent was very impressive. You’re interviewing
Rascal Flatts and Eric Church is waiting to be next. It’s
like, do I hurry up Flatts so I can get to Church? It was
almost like a thousand ping pong balls got dropped
from the ceiling and you didn’t know which one you
wanted to catch, but you wanted as many as possible. It
was amazing and exhausting.
One of the neatest moments for me was bumping
into three ladies from Naperville, which is a suburb
of Chicago. They’d bid on an auction and won the
Full-Monty treatment in Dallas – backstage, rehearsal,
after-party, the whole thing. They were really excited
to be there and big fans of US 99.5 and country music.
We were in the bar having drinks with Canaan Smith,
they took a picture with him and it was a neat little moment to be part of.
Our outgoing CBS Radio President Dan Mason
was in attendance, which was special. Dan actually
launched US 99.5 back in the day and fired that first

tion in some talent changes and shift
changes. So when I clicked “submit”
I said to my wife, “You know, I would
take the nomination. It would feel
like a win to me.”
When the nominations came out,
I’ve got to be honest, tears welled up
in my eyes. I was taken aback a little
bit. People recognize what we’re doing here. But then once you get the
nomination, you’ve gotta have the
win, right?
I had just finished up an early morning panel at CRS and knew the awards
were going to be announced around
11, so I ran up to the hotel room and
Presidential Honor: Dan Mason (c) joins (l-r) Jeff Kapugi, Big
was hitting “refresh” on the email to
Kenny, Lisa Dent, John Rich and Ray Stevens to celebrate the
the point where I was wearing my index
station’s wins.
finger out. When it came in I clicked
button, so it was a good moment for him, too, After 33
it open and just went, “Yes!” Then I couldn’t even keep
years of doing Country in Chicago we finally pulled off
up with the text messages and the email congratulations
our first ACM award.
that were coming in. I couldn’t even pick up the phone
It was the station’s first nomination and our first
and call everyone on my team – which was my goal, to
win. We’ve really made a concerted effort to showcase
call them and tell them personally, “We did it. We did it
ourselves well for the ACM every year. We worked on
together and I’m so proud of you and proud of us.”
the audio portion all year long and we’ve been very acI told my team it’s similar to the Stanley Cup. We’re
tive in the community and the industry. When I clicked
going to let everyone have a week with the trophy.
“submit” on the final package, I was probably the most
They can take it with them to show it off as theirs. And
proud of what we put together. We really had a great
then we’ll showcase it here in the radio station next to
2014 in ratings and revenue. We did some great things
a bunch of other amazing things we’ve compiled over
in the community and the radio station went through
what could have been looked at as an interesting evolu- the last 33 years of WUSN.

A Good Reason
To Celebrate
Large Market Station
WWKA/Orlando

A staff committed to getting the job done whatever it takes helps PD
Drew Bland sign off on a few extra expense report outings.
They don’t lie – everything’s bigger in Texas. It was pretty
neat the way everything happened in different locations,
with the football stadium, baseball stadium, the conference
center and the hotel where our morning show stayed. Pretty
compact, but still huge. Especially coming off of Vegas where
everything’s in one spot and you never see daylight.
Some of the parties were a lot of fun. The Kid Rock deal
was pretty cool, but it’s a little scary once the tornadoes start
rolling through Texas. You don’t mess around with tornadoes,
that’s for sure. And apparently, tornadoes don’t mess around
with Kid Rock. All it did was knock out the power. Everyone
kept drinking.
The seats at the show were interesting. Being behind
everything – I mean, they were great seats, they were very
comfortable. Half the people were up at the bar backstage, a
little area with couches and stuff. But I’m glad the show took a
focus toward the viewers and the people who paid a lot more
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It’s even bigger than I thought it would be. Another
Texas moment came as Cowboy Kyle and I drove the
toll roads. We never paid a toll! The sign said, “Keep
moving, we’ll bill you!” We still haven’t been billed.
CK: Just watching StyckMan try to drive a rental
around a major city was quite hilarious.
GH: I had a lot of fun watching StyckMan eat sushi
at Nobu with new artist Cam. He’s a meat ‘n’ ‘tator
Smithville, Tennessee boy who typically orders cheese
sticks when we eat out. It was fun to see him choke
down squid, not wanting to hurt Cam’s feelings and
end up liking it. My little boy is growing up so fast.
S: I told the group if it don’t happen at McDonald’s,
I’m not sure how to do it. As it turns out, most of the
food was really good. Eggplant, not so much.
GH: As far as the show, I loved Little Big Town’s “Girl
Crush” performance and having Garth back on the
ACM Stage saluting the troops and honoring the life
of American Sniper Chris Kyle. Ironically, I watched
American Sniper for the first time the day before.
There’s no way to not bawl at the end of that movie.
What an incredible life that will continue to encourage and challenge lives for years to come.

Raise ‘Em Up:
Dir./Marketing
Amy Lynch
demonstrates
the proper
way to hold
the station’s
“Stanley Cup.”

money for their seats.
I really liked the very beginning when Eric Church did
“Pledge Allegiance To The Hag.” Opening the most-watched
ACM awards show since the late ‘90s with a song actual Eric
fans know but the mainstream probably doesn’t – that was a
pretty bold move.
Leading an ACM-winning station feels pretty good. The
amount of pride you have for your staff comes from seeing
everybody’s hard work and sweat – sleepless days, weekends
and time away from family and friends pays off. We have such
a tremendous staff that’s willing to run through walls for this
radio station. To be able to bring home awards like this is
pretty amazing.
It’s a huge award but feels sort of weird. I guess if you’re
Taylor Swift or Luke Bryan that feeling you get when you
win must be natural, but it’s interesting for the rest of us.
We’ve used it a lot as an excuse to go out and celebrate.
There have been a few expense reports with “ACM Awards
celebration” on them. I’m actually bummed we can’t use
that anymore. But I guess when the trophy arrives we’ll have
another excuse.
We’re excited to be able to bring the trophy out and share
it with the fans of K92.3. We are absolutely going to take it
out on a world tour like it’s the Stanley Cup. I don’t think you
can drink out of it, but maybe we’ll find a way to make that
happen. Then it will probably go right at the front of the radio
station when you walk in. You’ll see our sister station’s Marconi
and then you’ll see K92.3’s 2015 ACM.

BLASTER RECORDS in association with
AMAZING ARTISTRY & COUNTRY RADIO PARTNERS presents

A LONG HOT TENNESSEE SUMMER
FOLKS LIKE US
Their first new album
in four years.
★★★★
“The duo’s classic
sound!” —The Boot
★★★★
“They sound better
than ever…”
—Rare Country

MONTGOMERY GENTRY

DALLAS SMITH

JAMES OTTO
SOMEWHERE TONIGHT
The brand new single from
“one of the most distinctive
voices in country music!”

NEW MUSIC COMING SOON

blasterrecords.com

“The best Canadian export
since Labatt Blue!”
Produced by Joey Moi

Plans Are Made
To Be Broken
Medium Market Station
WQMX/Akron

Fun can happen at a bar, blow in with a storm or
roll by sporting a big set of steer horns.
WQMX VP, Dir./Operations and morning co-host
Sue Wilson explains.
We’re locally owned and when we won the
award, I went to the owner, who’s also the VP/
GM, and said, “This is actually your award, so
do you want to go to Dallas and accept it?” He
was very gracious and said, “This is you and your
team’s award and you can accept it.” So our
Dir./Promotions Jody Wheatley and myself went.
Sometimes the things that are unplanned
are the most fun. Several of our industry
friends were staying at the Hilton Anatole, so
we went over one evening. And a bunch of
people from a variety of labels ended up going out to dinner. From there we collected at
the bar. It was almost like CRS at the Bridge
Bar. It was industry, but not a planned event
and that was fun.
The radio awards presentation was very

nice and we got dressed up like girls do because we didn’t know if they might show our
picture on TV. From the awards ceremony,
we got on a bus and went down the road to
the Kid Rock event. Being a big rock star,
he wanted to do it at some dive bar that was
real casual. And believe me it was a dive bar.
You don’t get to smoke anywhere in any bars
in Ohio, but everyone was smoking these
big cigars while we’re in our fancy schmancy
dresses. And Kid Rock, as usual, wasn’t
wearing a shirt. I’m kidding, he did have a
shirt on.
The storm hit and tornado sirens in Arlington started to go off. The bus we had gotten on
to return to the hotel suddenly started shaking
and Jody thought we might have to stay at the
bar and hide under the pool table. About that
time the lights went off in the bar! Saturday was
the interesting day of the trip.
And there was the time I was on the phone
outside the hotel talking to somebody back
home. It was a beautiful day and the breeze
was blowing when this big black SUV, like an
Expedition or something, drove by with one
of those steer things, or antlers or whatever
they’re called on the front of it. I tried to get a
picture but missed it. It was like, “Oh my God,
clearly I’m in Texas.”

Flat Bill For
A Phat Time
Small Market Station
KCLR/Columbia, MO
A big and sometimes tough year for KCLR
staffers and listeners made for an even sweeter
win at the 50th ACMs. The station lost a veteran, did great things for the community and
enlisted a first grade tag-a-long to help tell the
story, according to PD Jamie Mac.

Padding
The Bill:
Mac and Flat
Bill take in
the sights.

Cara Denis from Scotty & Cara in
the Morning went, as well as myself, my
Sales Manager and my Market Manager. This was for the year we lost our
longtime PD Teresa Davis. It happened
in August about three months after
she’d retired which, looking back, was a
godsend because she got to spend that
time with her family and friends. She’d
been with the station since Clear 99
debuted in 1991, so we dedicated the
award and the whole process to her and
her memory.
It really circles back around to our
number one objective, which is just to
serve our listeners and community. We
hold our heads high, for example, over
the work we do with Children’s Miracle
Network. We helped raise more than
$241,000 for them this year. As I was sitting inside the “Jerry World Dome” and
taking it all in, I was thinking how I’ll
be watching clips from the 50th awards

Kiss This: Wheatley and Wilson
snuggle up to the heavy metal.

show and know we were there. It was a
big year and a special win.
The hospitality from everybody in
Dallas was top-notch and I hope they
look at doing it again down there.
The experience in Las Vegas is always
fun, too. I was asking myself during
the show what moments our listeners
would be talking about the next day
and Garth’s performance was a big one.
The Brooks & Dunn reunion was great
as well. Alan Jackson’s performance of
“Where Were You (When The World
Stopped Turning)” was a good one for
me personally. The funniest tweet I
saw that night was someone who said,
“Okay, so what we’ve learned in the past
24 hours is that ‘90s country is a lot better than today’s country!” Cara pointed
out that among contemporary performers, there was really only one female,
Miranda Lambert. That speaks to how
tough things are for females right now.
That’s Flat Bill you see in my pictures. There’s a local school in New
Franklin, MO, which is actually the
home of Sara Evans, that invited me
to read to its first grade class a few
months back. They originally sent me
a Flat Stanley to take on an earlier trip
to Texas, but when I got back from
that one I forgot to take him out of
my pants pocket. So Flat Stanley took
a bath in the washing machine. The
teacher sent me another one called Flat
Bill, and that’s who joined me for the
NAB Show in Las Vegas and the ACMs
in Dallas.
CAC

